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Cisco Unity Deployment and Solutions GuideCisco Press, 2004
Design, install, and manage a complete unified communications  solution with this definitive guide.

	
    Gain an in-depth understanding of the Cisco Unity architecture  and feature set

    
	
    Plan, design, and install a complete unified messaging...
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Lotus(R) Notes(R) Developer's Toolbox: Tips for Rapid and Successful DeploymentIBM Press, 2006
Lotus® Notes® Developer’s Toolbox will help you streamline and improve every phase of Notes development. Leading IBM Lotus Notes developer Mark Elliott systematically identifies solutions for the key challenges Notes developers face,...
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IBM Lotus Notes and Domino 8.5.3: Upgrader's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	It's hard to believe that it has been over 22 years since the first release of Lotus

	Notes was shipped! In an era where software technology continues to evolve at

	unprecedented speed, and software companies, products, and standards come and

	go, it is a significant accomplishment that Lotus Notes is just as relevant today as it...
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IBM(R) WebSphere(R) and Lotus : Implementing Collaborative Solutions (IBM Press Series--Information Management)IBM Press, 2004
Straight from IBM, this is the first comprehensive guide to building collaborative solutions that integrate WebSphere and Lotus to drive maximum business value. Writing for experienced Web developers, three leading IBM consultants show how to design and deploy WebSphere and Domino together in any environment, no matter how large...
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The Aftershock Investor: A Crash Course in Staying Afloat in a Sinking EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Advice on protection and profits in the short and long term future from the experts who accurately predicted the financial crisis of 2008, and who now have more detailed information about what is yet to come


	From the authors who accurately predicted the domino fall of the conjoined real estate, stock, and private debt...
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How to Use Lotus Notes 6Que, 2003
How to Use Lotus Notes R6 provides the beginning user with a straight-forward, visual approach to learning.  It presents the most used tasks in an easy-to-follow manner, with simple directions using icons and full-color illustrations and graphics. Readers also find How-To Hints, which provide helpful shortcuts and tips for getting the most...
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Professional BlackBerryWrox Press, 2005
Professional BlackBerry
Enabling users to stay connected with wireless access to calendars, corporate data, real-time e-mail, and a phone, BlackBerry devices have experienced an explosion in popularity. Many would argue that they have become a business necessity. In the first book to deal with the support and development of BlackBerry devices,...
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Lotus Notes R 6 Professional ProjectsPremier Press, 2003
Use Lotus Notes R6 to accomplish real-world, professional tasks.  Incorporating five hands-on projects, Lotus Notes R6 Professional Projects is your key to unlocking the power of this latest version of Lotus Notes. Each project focuses on a specific concept and is based on a real-world situation. You will be able to use the skills that...
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Beginning PHP 6, Apache, MySQL 6 Web DevelopmentWrox Press, 2009
Offering a step-by-step walk through understanding the three key open source technologies that form the basis for most active web servers, this book demonstrates how to quickly create a professional-looking, functional site using Apache Web server, the MySQL database system, and the PHP scripting language. You’ll take an in-depth look at why...
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IBM Lotus Notes and Domino 8.5.1Packt Publishing, 2010
With Lotus Notes and Domino 8.5.1, IBM has once again provided business users with an intuitive, fully integrated platform to enhance each user's experience with business communications, while reducing Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and increasing Return on Investment (ROI). You can create and share information effectively to make quick business...
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Linux Web Hosting With Websphere, DB2, and DominoIBM Press, 2000
This redbook is intended to assist Web server administrators utilize IBM software offerings to build and manage a Web server using Linux as the base operating system. It is assumed that the reader has basic Linux administration skills, an understanding of general HTML syntax, and is knowledgeable in Java programming.Therefore, this redbook is not...
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IBM Certification Study Guide AIX Performance and System TuningIBM Press, 2001
The AIX and RS/6000 certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of the AIX operating system and RS/6000 and pSeries servers. A complete set of professional certifications are...
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